
Super Single Vineyards 

 

Stellenboschkloof Rd                 021 881 3026         

fax;  021 881 3026    

GPS;  S33°56’29.73”E018°45’15.20” 

Website: www.supersinglevineyards.co.za     

email:   marketing@ssvineyards.co.za 

Owner(s):  Daniël deWaal      

Winemaker(s):  Daniël deWaal & Kyle Zulch 

WO;  Stellenbosch / Sutherland 

 

Hidden away wine farm with rustic setting and garagiste facilities with a small range of good quality wines made in minute 

quantities with absolute attention.  

     

         Vintage Score best drinking 

 

Sauvignon Blanc  RR 

 

2013: very pale, shy with flinty minerality and a    2013 86 2013-2022  

dry, restrained palate, delicate and Old World. 

 

 

Mount Sutherland Riesling  RR 

 

2014: delicate floral nose with creamy hint then     2014 93 2015-2025 

rich and deliciously oily on the palate, with peach,  

chunky green apple, fig and yellow fruits, very nice.  

Will keep improving. At age 6 was so improved, stunning, 

 

 

Kanniedood Chenin Blanc (was Pella The Vanilla)   RR  

 

2011: oaking masks delicate Chenin notes      2011 82 2011-2018 

and offers savoury herbal and wood tannins. 

2016: straw tint and glossy, shy nose, steely and     2016 87 2018-2027 

taut clean fruit, opening to apple and cream and  

hint of wax. 

2017: shiny bright with pear and white blossom notes,    2017 91 2018-2028 

a richer lees mouthfeel, oily feel, compelling and  

sumptuous. 

2018: subtle orange and apple notes then a matt     2018 92 2020-2030 



finish pear-skin texture, floral, peel and slight creamy  

feel. layered cerebral and still improving, delightful. 

2019: quite pale, with clean and textured green fruit,     2019 91 2020-2029 

apple and emerging lees richness to add depth, though  

staying nimble. 

 

 

Saamloop White  RR 

 

2020: early sample showed bright crisp yellow fruit,     2020 88 2021-2026 

lots of tropical and guava, a lighter style, yet to settle. 

 

 

Cinsault   RR 

 

2015: pale depth, very dry with dusty tannins and     2015 87 2016-2026 

herbs, lots of savoury hedgerow fruit and Old World style. 

 

 

Mount Sutherland Pinot Noir  RR 

 

2014: very deep for the varietal, dark earthy and not     2014 88 2016-2026 

a strawberry nose, softer on the palate but with good  

acid structure, long and vibrant. 

 

 

Die Hang Sangiovese  RR 

 

2016: glossy cherry sheen, sweet vanilla and savoury     2016 90 2017-2027 

red berry nose, pretty and elegant with dry and fine  

fruit precision throughout.  

 

 

Verlantenkloof Merlot  RRR  

 

2013: some development showing, but still      2013 91 2015-2025 

rich and rustic bramble fruits, savoury and long. 

2015: very deep, with dark cherry hue, sweet nose     2015 90 2017-2027 



then bright and elegant fruit, rich and textured  

with great balance and harmony. Very stylish. 

2016: deep purple gloss, attractive nose, plum and     2016 90 2018-2028 

oak, more blue fruit than red with a hint of char. 

 

 

Mount Sutherland Tempranillo  RRRR 

 

2014: ruby depth, not a strawberry style, but richly     2014 91 2015-2026 

blue fruited, cherries, cassis and sweet blue fruits,  

quite classy and compelling 

 

 

Koueveld Petit Verdot  RR  

 

2014: deep ruby, expressive blue fruits,      2014 89 2015-2025 

fine tannins and herby, supple finish.  

Quite fleet footed. 

 

 

Oukliprant Malbec  RR  

 

2014: opaque, overt and serious attack of      2014 88 2015-2025 

dark cassis fruit, oak and dry but bright finish. 

2017: opaque gloss, pretty nose, juicy but serious     2017 91 2019-2029 

blue and black fruit, lovely oak balance and quite  

sexy. 

 

 

Pella Thom se Dolland Pinotage RRR  

 

2014: deep ruby and expressive, with intense     2014 86 2015-2026 

layered dark fruit yet staying supple. 

 

 

Granietbult Cabernet Sauvignon  RRRR 

 



2014: inky depth, intense nose and deep, dark     2014 92 2016-2026 

cassis notes with dusty tannins, ripe and supple  

mouthfeel and elegant length. 

 

 

Mount Sutherland Syrah  RRR 

 

2015: overt, mulberry sweet nose, opaque depth,     2015 89 2026-2026 

hint of white pepper and violets, soft and generous, 

very nice. 

2016: opaque depth, dark fruit core, not too spicy     2016 93 2018-2028 

with a meat hint, lush forest fruits and some elegance,  

lingering too. 

 

 

Family Reserve   RRRR 

 

2013: Cabernet and Malbec and inky purple with black    2013 93 2015-2026 

and dark red berry fruits, fresh and clean and very  

long, a complex and fine wine. 


